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Galaxy Macau

Mega resorts
The Galaxy Mega Resorts, the latest new comer in the
gaming and resort development in the Macau Cotai area.
This massive development occupies approximately over
14 hectares of land for its phase one development. Along
with the other recent developments in the area, the new
Galaxy Mega Resorts, serves as a refreshing compliment
to the whole Cotai area and yet finding its own identity to
stand out among all the rest.
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T

he grand scheme was first conceived
in 2005 and the objective “then” and
“now” has always been to create a
world-class resorts development. Unlike
other foreign resorts which imported directly
from oversea the exact model into this Asian
city, the Galaxy Group has been striving
to develop its own brand new character in
both planning and the overall outlook of the
building as a never before seen “ Palatial
Kingdom”.
Out of the massive podium structure,
two linear form twin towers sit comfortably
on each side complimenting each other
providing approximately 2200 guest rooms
among three hotel operations (Galaxy/
Okura/and Banyan Tree brands). Varieties in
guestrooms accommodation are numerous
from standard room to large and medium
size suites and even private villa houses.
A comprehensive range of activities and
functions are strategically planned within
the complex such as over 50 restaurants,
retail streets, function rooms, spa facilities,
various water sports areas with private
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Cabanas and ultimately the massive wave
pool on the podium recreational deck as
a central focal point along with the mass
gaming hall and many private VIP rooms and
entertainment areas plus the future 9 houses
cinema building. The complicate knitting
and inter-relationship of all the functions
and activities create a magical tension and
chemistry to form a wonderful setting and
resorts atmosphere with lush green landscape
to suite the development as a major holiday
destination.
The theme of the project, after numerous
discussions, takes on an image of a mythical
palace like appearance. Special attentions
were given to every single detail of the
building to achieve on overall grandeur of
this palace. Architectural vocabulary for
the project is mainly classical in spirit with
relentless effort to introduce custom invented
motifs and sculptural features through out
the whole complex to enrich and reinforce
its particular identity. The outcome of this
process is a building extremely rich in
details but exercised with precise controlled
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elegance and set to be an unforgettable
image for tourists visiting Macau for a few
days.
With a project of this magnitude, great
minds and professionals were call for from
all around the world to contribute their
invaluable skills in putting together this
grand scheme. Other than traditional lead
consultants, numerous designers for interior,
landscape, gaming experts, operators,
theme designers, wow effect specialist, retail
planners, lighting design, etc, just to name
a few; all joined together to work on this
project. The exercises of art direction among

all the professionals were carefully executed
to steer the big team of people towards the
right direction to achieve a common goal.
The architecture set the tone for the project
providing for all the creative bodies an open
platform to induce their particular energy,
adding to the project multiple points of
interests and varieties to the overall scheme.
With the openness and forward thinking
attitude of the Galaxy Group, all designers
were given the opportunity to outperform
themselves and hence, - “A legend is born”.
By Oliver Wong, Simon Kwan & Associates Ltd
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developer
Galaxy Entertainment Group
architect
Simon Kwan & Associates
theme designer
Goddard Group
interior designers
Alan Chan Design Company
Chhada Siembieda & Assocaites Ltd
LRF Designers Ltd
Steelman Partners
civil & structural engineer
Meinhardt (C&S) Ltd
landscape designer
Belt Collins International
general contractor
Shanghai Construction Group
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Galaxy Macau – Fast Facts
Overview
Galaxy Macau is the first truly integrated destination
resort in Macau. Setting a whole new standard for
Asian hospitality, Galaxy Macau occupies an area of
550,000 square meters and is developed at a cost of
Hong Kong Dollars 14.9 billion.
Accommodation
Galaxy Macau is a fully integrated destination resort
featuring three world-class luxury Asian hoteliers
– the ultra-exclusive Banyan Tree Macau, Japan’s
legendary Hotel Okura Macau, and the highly
anticipated five-star Galaxy Hotel. It offers a total of
more than 2,200 rooms, suites and villas.
Number of rooms
Banyan Tree Macau
Hotel Okura Macau
Galaxy Hotel 		

250 suites and villas
500, including 60 suites
1,500, including 150 suites

Leisure
• The 52,000 square meters Grand Resort Deck
makes Galaxy Macau - the first truly integrated
destination resort with real resort features, offering
guests all the pleasures of a tropical holiday.
• The world’s largest skytop wave pool covering 4,000
square meters and generating waves as high as 1.5
meters
• 2000 square meters, 350-ton white sand beach,
with a 150-meter shoreline, that can accommodate
about 1,000 guests
• Five additional individually designed swimming
pools across the 3 hotels, including kids’ pool,
Jacuzzis and indoor pool facilities
• Lush tropical gardens, including a Japanese garden
plus lawn area – ideal for picnics, holding special
events or simply to relax and enjoy the lush
greenery
• Private cabanas – Complimentary access for hotel
guests staying in Banyan Tree Macau, Hotel Okura
Macau and Galaxy Hotel
Gaming
Five gaming areas on the Gaming Floor offer a
distinctive gaming experience for discerning guests,
an elegant atmosphere where fortune feels at home.
The Gaming Floor has a total capacity of 600 gaming
tables and 1,500 slot machines. Everyone from the
casual gamer to the most prestigious of players will
find an exciting place to try their luck at Galaxy
Macau.
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Banyan Tree Macau - Fast Facts
Opening date: 15 May 2011
Architect: Simon Kwan & Associates
Interior designers: Chhada Siembieda dwp SRG Ltd/
Architrave Design and Planning - the design arm of
Banyan Tree Hotels and Resorts
Banyan Tree Macau comprises 227 suites, including
the ultra-exclusive Presidential Suite and 29 villas,
where 10 are expansive villas amidst their own
gardens complete with private swimming pools.
Banyan Tree Macau is the first high-rise urban resort
in Macau to feature private Relaxation Pools in all its
spacious suites, and the only luxury hotel with fullsized resort villas.
Grand Cotai Suite (206 suites)
The 100 sq m Grand Cotai Suite features In-Suite
Relaxation Pool, with a view of the sparkling lights of
Cotai city below.
Grand Macau Suite (9 suites)
With a living space and dining room, guests can
enjoy hearty snacks and dinners in the privacy of
the spacious 130 sq m Grand Macau Suite -a perfect
venue for a romantic weekend getaway.
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Spa Suite (11 suites)
Indulge in a soothing spa treatment performed by
professionally trained Banyan Tree Spa therapists in the
comfort of your own treatment room. The luxuriously
appointed 130 sq m Spa Suite replete with plush
furnishings and modern amenities is a veritable spa
destination in itself.
Sky Villa (19 villas)
In the Sky Villa, guests can enjoy this spacious 160
sq m privacy with friends and family. With the indoor
relaxation pool, a living area and gourmet-outfitted
kitchen, it is the perfect retreat for guests, whether they
desire a long vacation stay or a few days' get away.
Pool Villa (4 villas)
The 450 sq m Pool Villa epitomises the Banyan Tree
experience of romance, intimacy, and rejuvenation.
Take an invigorating swim in the private pool while
the dedicated Resort Host lays out a nutritious and
delectable breakfast in the verdant garden of the
residence.
Sanctuary Pool Villa (6 villas)
Standing at 950 sq m, the expansive Sanctuary Pool
Villa is ideal for family retreats or a gathering of friends.
With two-bedrooms, a living area, gourmet kitchen, spa
treatment room, private pool, garden and a Resort Host
presiding over every need, this ultra exclusive villa is
truly a “sanctuary for the senses.”
Presidential Suite (1 suite)
The Presidential suite, occupying the 30th and 31st
floors, has exceptional panoramic views of the dazzling
Cotai strip. This 670 sq m split-level suite is completed
with two-bedrooms, a dining room, gourmet-outfitted
kitchen and In-Suite Relaxation Pool, is the answer to
a well-deserved holiday. Or, the private gaming room
could be the setting for more thrilling diversions.
Facilities
Banyan Tree Spa
Spa aficionados can seek quiet rejuvenation at the
award-winning Banyan Tree Spa.
Banyan Tree Gallery
A lifestyle gallery showcasing indigenous arts and crafts
from community projects worldwide.
Fitness Facilities
Keep fit with a daily workout at the state-of-the-art
gymnasium and indoor pool, located on the 31st floor.
Swimming Pools
Featuring a large outdoor pool with eight luxurious
private cabanas for intimate moments under a starlit sky,
all located on the 5th floor.
Building Journal
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Okura Hotel – Fast Facts
Scale: 25 storeys above ground, 488 Rooms including 59 Suites
Okura Floor
Room type
Twin Okura Deluxe
King Okura Deluxe
King Okura Superior

Area (sq m)
46
46
52

Number of rooms
48
21
4

Delux Floors
Room type
Twin Bed Deluxe
King Bed Deluxe
Twin Bed Superior
King Bed Superior

Area (sq m)
46
46
52
52

Number of rooms
208
92
28
28

Suites
Room type
Twin Junior Suite
King Junior Suite
Twin Superior Suite
King Superior Suite
Royal Suites
Imperial Suite

Area (sq m)
99
99
100
100
126
201

Number of rooms
16
6
16
16
4
1

Facilities and Services
• Okura Executive Lounge
• Health and Relaxation center
• Pool with Jacuzzi and Waterfall jet
• Sauna and Steam
• Relaxation Lounge with Massage Chairs
• Technogym Fitness area with Kinesis wall
• Beauty & Hair salon
• Indoor pool (17m x 5m)
• Japanese Garden
• More than 50 restaurants, bars and lounges at Galaxy Macau
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